




It is designed to work like a cigarette
It contains nicotine-laced liquid flavors
The vapor is inhaled like a cigarette
No studies that show its exact effects

Using an
electronic
smoking device is
commonly
referred to as

“VAPING”
people who use electronic
smoking devices have no way
of knowing:
 How Much nicotine or other
potentially harmful chemicals
are being inhaled during use
 If there are any benefits
associated with using these
products
 if the devices will lead youth to
try other tobacco products
including cigarettes

* Actual Appearance may vary depending on the device
Scientists and medical professionals offer the following caution:

“little conclusive research has
been done to determine the
health effects of inhaling a
nicotine-laced vapor”
www.ledger-enquirer.com/2013/08/08/2623443/more-than-just-hot-air-whether.html

U.S. Food & Drug Administration Public Health Focus (4/25/2013)

What is an
“ELECTRONIC SMOKING DEVICE”?

“THERE IS NO SPECIFIC EVIDENCE
THAT ELECTRONIC SMOKING DEVICES
ARE A SAFE SUBSTITUTE FOR
TRADITIONAL CIGARETTES”
— Russ Sciandra
American Cancer Society of New York state , Director of Advocacy



Initial FDA tests of electronic smoking device samples show
they include carcinogens and other toxic chemicals



There are no studies that show exactly what vapor does to
the human lungs or heart



Manufacturers are not required to share the ingredients in
e-liquids or the vapor

Americans for non smokers rights (ANR) http://www.no-smoke.org/learnmore.php?id=645



Electronic smoking devices model smoking behavior and the
“act” of smoking



E-Liquids are sold in fruit-flavors, candy-Flavors, and other
interesting flavors that make them appealing to try



Electronic smoking devices may appeal to youth because of
their high-tech design, variety of e-liquid flavors, and easy
availability (easy to find online and kiosks in nearly every
shopping center)

Live healthy!

Local Resources

 Model for your children and youth other ways to enjoy life
without nicotine products

www.clearthesmoke.org/home

 Spend a day at the beach, take sandwiches to the park and fly
kites, be creative!

1-800-QUIT-NOW (784-8669)
www.clearthesmoke.org/information-facts

Be open to Talk!

Www.tobaccofreehawaii.org/resources/

 Have open communication with your children and youth about the
unknown health risks of electronic smoking devices

national resources

 Learn what they think about smoking and their personal feelings

http://hawaii.gov/health/healthy-lifestyles/
tobacco/resources/CleanBreak/CleanBreak.htm

Set Clear boundaries!

www.clearthesmoke.org/connect/otherprograms-statewide
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 Tell your teens that they are not permitted to use tobacco,
alcohol, illicit drugs or electronic smoking devices

